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About This Content

Save more than 25% by purchasing the Arma 3 DLC Bundle 2, which includes Arma 3 Jets, Arma 3 Laws of War, Arma 3 Tac-
Ops and Arma 3 Tanks DLC!

Includes:

Arma 3 Jets
Fight in the sky with brand new air-superiority jets and use advanced targeting systems to shoot down the enemy. The
Arma 3 Jets DLC features three new fighter jets, a new Unmanned Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV), a new Showcase
scenario, new Steam Achievements, and more. The Jets DLC is accompanied by a free platform update introducing a
sensor overhaul to enhance targeting, an improved fixed-wing damage model by extending the number of hitpoints and
damage effects, dynamic vehicle loadouts, various other jet-related improvements, plus the CVN-83 "USS Freedom"
Aircraft Carrier as free bonus content for everyone who owns Arma 3.

Arma 3 Laws of War
Explore a different perspective on the battlefield with the addition of a humanitarian faction, van, drone, mini-
campaign, and much more. Previously referred to under its codename "Orange DLC", the Arma 3 Laws of War DLC
adds a new faction called IDAP (humanitarian aid organization), mini-campaign ("Remnants of War"), Van (multiple
variants with over 20 liveries), Utility & Demining Drone (multiple variants), APERS Mine Dispenser, clothing and
gear, time trial challenges, and more. The package is supported by a free Arma 3 platform update, which highlights
include: refined cluster strikes, the simulation of Unexploded Ordnance, the ability to drop (custom) leaflets from the
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sky, two new Showcase scenarios, emergency and medical supplies, decorative objects, and extra Steam Achievements.

Arma 3 Tac-Ops
Take part in three distinct military operations and influence the course of events with the Arma 3 Tac-Ops DLC
Singleplayer Mission Pack. Designed for the experienced Arma player, this Mission Pack features missions that favor
intelligence, caution, and patience above all else. Fight alongside multiple armed forces, and lead your unit to victory,
alive. Replay a selection of missions from a different unit’s perspective to gain a greater understanding of the operation.
Try out various tactics and figure out how to achieve your objectives in different ways.

Arma 3 Tanks
Dominate the battlefield with new heavy firepower. Arma 3 Tanks DLC builds on the experience of armored combat in
Arma 3 by delivering 3 new armored vehicles, a short mini-campaign, and Showcase scenario. The package is
accompanied by a major free platform update, which implements new features and bonus content such as fully-modeled
armored vehicle interiors, more targeting options, a competitive multiplayer mode, new Anti-Tank weapons and vehicle
variants, decorative objects, and more.
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Title: Arma 3 DLC Bundle 2
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 30 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-boardHardware requirements are a subject to change.

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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this game is truly amazing for the price. I dont always like puzzle games but this one is a huge acception. first off The story is
amazing Second the movement is great and third the characters look cool. For two dollars it is great id even pay 9.99$ for it!
BUY IT.. This game was a bitter disapointment. I hoped for some managing of airplanes and airports but this is just cllcking an
airplane to move to the next segment. Futhermore it has only prebuild structures no real building aspect.. There are many
positive things about this game ranging from its decent price, to its fun and easy to understand gameplay
a few things which I hope they improve on are the low aircraft count *3 Aircraft per team + 2 Unlockable aircraft for each team
to make 8 aircraft currently* The textures which I'm sure is only a limitation on the engine itself, and this is a personal gripe but
I'd like to beable to zoom in abit closer to the screen
Then again this is all Early Access and it is absolutly Fabulous for an Early Access as well!. This one is a lot more fun and a lot
harder than I thought it would be. It is a traditional heax-grid wargame, of course with elves and magical spells. But the time
element in the story line means that you bot have to deal with opponents AND keep moving, and you are usually closely
matched with what confronts you.. Really nice game. Wonderfully thick atmosphere and very original story. The music does a
great job creating just the right feeling for every scene. There is alot more to the game than what you see at first glance.
Definitley looking forward to the second playthrough. =). i need a friends to play with.
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TERRIBLE GAME GLITCHY GRAPHICS MOVEMENT MAKES YOU FEEL SICK BORING GAMEPLAY DO NOT
GIVE IT YOUR MONEY. Kickass soundtrack!. It takes 30-45 Minutes to beat. Im halfway at 25 Minutes. Fun time waster!
Gets hard at the end! 9/10. Game was fun until server were online.
Get your servers up and it will be fine.. You cannot erase your saved game and re-start. 7W:AAM has no replay value. Had I
know that I would not bought it.. A nice and simple child-friendly collectathon.

The game is relatively short, If you play to complete it as fast as possible you can beat 100% of the game in about 1.7 or 2
hours.

The gameplay is rather simple you move around the level with a top-down perspective and beat the occasional enemy, using
your fiery breath to defeat them. Beating a level is really easy I've beaten the entire game without dying to an enemy once and
feel that you could only fail if you do so intentionally.
When it comes to narrative the game is rather bare-bones and does not really do anything to establish any character motivation
or personality, it's just; You are a dragon who likes to collect treasure. Why who knows.
You have a mystic floating panda fiend. Who is he? I don't know.
but this can be put down to the young audience that it is aimed at.

Playing through the game I found that it had nice and relaxing BGM that suited the rest of the overall look, tone and feel of the
game.. Best game xd. If only patricia existed.....damn XD
anyways, i am so happy to play this game on steam,
i really love the soundtrack a lot!
the protagonist (she's very attractive to me lol) the voice actor for patricia,(which is stephanie komure), the backgrounds, the
graphics, the cutscenes, and(strangely to me) the title screen
when i first played this game, the controls i had to get used to, cause i'm so used to playing video games with a control instead of
using a mouse to move the blocks, (i'm more of a console gamer than a pc gamer, enen though there is a mobile version of this
game, but the pc version is a little better to me due to the fact you dont have to pay for extra puzzles lol)
bottom line, this game rocks so much to me, any mighty switch force! game that comes out i'm definately gonna get them,
CAUSE THIS GUY RIGHT HERE...IS A BIG MIGHTY SWITCH FORCE! FAN :)
you rule jake kaufman, your the greatest video game composer of all time to me, and great job wayforward for developing
another mighty switch force! game, keep it up wayforward :D
btw my personal rating of this game is 8\/10
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